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Associating Receipts
In general, Program Income (PI) is usually receipted against the activity that generated it. In the case of
grantees with PI Accounts, this results in the PI receipted being subject to the rules of the PI Account to
which it is associated.
Prior to R7.9 if a grantee requires a percentage of PI to be returned for general administration (or other
purposes), the grantee would only create receipts against the activities that generated it for the
percentage allowed to be retained by the subrecipient. The grantee would create receipts against their
own admin activity for all funds being returned for general admin. This would associate these receipts in
the grantee's own General Account and thus allow them to be used for admin and not require the
transferred funds to be used on activities within the PI accounts. The grantee should make a note in the
narrative fields for any receipt being returned for admin identifying the activity that actually generated
the PI receipt. The grantee should also enter information on the QPR activity progress narrative for the
original activity indicating how much of their PI was returned and assigned to the admin activity so that
this information can also be seen in the QPR.
In R7.9 the association of these receipts can now be managed by the “Associated Receipts” functionality
on Add/Edit Receipts pages as shown below. Grantees will still need to create both receipts as in the
past, but now the grantee can associate the receipts for easier tracking and management.
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Selecting the “Associate New” button directs users to the search/select receipt page:

Selecting “Save Association” directs users back to the Edit Receipt page with the associated receipts
displayed:
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Viewing the receipt also displays the receipts that have been associated:
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